Student Senate Agenda
May 2, 2007 @ 5:30pm WH 3042

The Senate meeting was conducted by President elect Jonathan Henning and Vice President elect Casey Bowen with Senate Advisor Dr. David Carver presiding.

Senate executive members in attendance include: President Jonathan Henning, Vice President Casey Bowen, Treasurer Sarah Keim, and Secretary Curtis McKnight.

Student Senators in attendance were Andrea Schwieger, Andy Yang, Barbara Miller, Bradley Bohn, Brian Domack, Brooke Weinrich, Carrie Althoff, Chalie Livingston, Christopher March, Drew Klinkebiel, Jacqueline Wells, Jessica Chardoulias, Kalyan Nannuru, Mario Fernandez, Pankaj Kumar Singh, Paula Richards, Razia Aziz-Sieble.

Meeting Minutes
1.0  Call to order
2.0  Approval April Minutes
   2.1  Minutes were approved
3.0  Advisor’s Reports- Dr. David Carver
   3.1  Dr. Carver expressed his wishes for everyone to have an enjoyable, safe and relaxing summer. If any issues or questions arise, Dr. Carver will be available all summer long and encourages students to utilize his office.
   3.2  Summer Undergraduate Research will be going strong for its second year
4.0  Old Business
   4.1  Luau was a smashing success
      4.1.1  Over 420 people attended, the Designated Driver program was a success as well
      4.1.1.1  Over 20 designated drivers drove an average of 4 people home. This program will grow next year by word of mouth and we expect great things. No incidents to report.
   4.2  Small Group Study Rooms in DRC
      4.2.1  This issue, though originally encouraging, now seems to be losing momentum. The board of researchers in the DRC is very concerned with security.
      4.2.2  By the beginning of the next academic school year we hope to have real progress made
      4.2.2.1  This issue will be revisited in future meeting
   4.3  Recycling:
      4.3.1  Talks are moving at a snail’s pace, but progress is being made.
5.0  New Business
5.1 Student Health Insurance
   5.1.1 We discussed our concerns about emergency room visit coverage
   5.1.2 Also yearly maximum was being met by students
   5.1.3 We will review the new bid Macori and the executive committee
       will make a recommendation to the entire senate
       5.1.3.1 The plan was summarized and changes were explained and
               highlighted.
       5.1.3.2 Option “D” was decided to the recommendation to the
               financial aid office.
5.2 Expansion of the Center for Healthy Living: Formation of a team of experts
   5.2.1 A group of students will serve as a focus group to help expedite the
       CFHL expansion.
       5.2.1.1 If you are interested, email Jon. The meeting will be in
               September
5.3 Bike Rack for CFHL
   5.3.1 Agreed to by Don in CFHL
5.4 Commencement is Saturday
6.0 Announcements
   6.1 Is a dead week possible for individual colleges?
       6.1.1 Leadership in college of allied health is encouraged to discuss this
               issue with their respective deans.
7.0 Officer Reports
8.0 Adjournment
   8.1 Meeting ran an amazing 28 minutes